The first half of this essay reads the British salon culture of Holland House in relation to international Romantic sociability with a specific focus on Staël's and Foscolo's London experience in order to demonstrate not only that the Holland House set can be seen as an assemblage of literary and political friendships, but above all that transnational interaction can best be understood as a way of fusing aesthetic consciousness and cultural anxieties within the European Romantic community of Holland House. The second part of this essay focuses on Byron's engagement with the Romantic sociability that was cultivated at Holland House (Staël and Foscolo in particular) and aims at recasting his two poems English Bards and Scotch Reviewers (1807-8; published 1809) a more cosmopolitan outlook than has been previously acknowledged, particularly because they both shed valuable light on Lord Holland and his entourage. The aim of this essay is thus, first, to redress the image of Holland House as a place primarily devoted to debates around British culture, arguing instead that the prolific discussions which took place there demonstrate a clear engagement with transnational social and political concerns as in discourses around the Ionian and the Spanish Questions, which are at the heart of both poems. It is the cosmopolitan dimension rotating around Holland House, and the influence of both Staël and Foscolo, that account for Byron's attentive concern with European social and political debates.
Writings about Holland House intimate the way in which the role of the artist in society, as Michael Wiley has astutely noticed, is made valuable thanks to "the transnational aesthetics of expatriate artists."
7 Swiss by origin, French by adoption, German by taste, and Swedish by marriage, the impression that Staël made when she visited London for the first time in 1813 was by all means extraordinary. 8 A victim of Napoleon's persecutions, she, rather enthusiastically, saw in the English the opponents to Bonaparte and the motives of this appreciation were reciprocal. She was greeted as "the literary lioness of the season" 9 or, to say it in James Mackintosh's words, as "one of the few persons who surpass expectations," with "every sort of talent" and "universally popular." 10 As part of her stay in London, she became witness to Holland House's interest in foreign policy and took part in discussions around France's failure to fulfil its early revolutionary promise. Her three-volume political masterpiece, Considerations on the Principal Events of the French Revolution (1817), which was conceived and partly drafted while she was in London, sheds light on figures and events of the Revolution, Napoleon in particular (see Parts III, IV, V). This work aptly explores the fundamentals of equality, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness which she identifies with the social order and balance between classes of the political institutions of England. her residence in Leicester Square, an insular yet equally dynamic alternative to her salon at Coppet, despite Byron's persuasive contention that "Holland's is the first; -every thing distingué is welcome there, and certainly the ton of his society is the best. Then there is Madame de Staël's [Coppet] -there I never go, though I might, had I courted it" (Moore Life 211). Robert Southey's letter to William Taylor of 18 November 1813 from Keswick, in which he writes about Mackintosh's return from India, is also a narration of Southey's own encounter with the Scottish Whig politician and historian at both Holland House and at the London residence of Staël, a woman whom Southey defines as "the most remarkable, & the most interesting of all my new acquaintance."
13 This also bears witness to Staël's cosmopolitan spirit, which she cultivated and reflected in the conversations and social events she attended both in England and the continent. Thanks to her London experience Staël brings about an intensification of democratic values and an improvement of human rights especially those of women in the nineteenth century. This endows Staël with a predisposition to a sense of community, one that is warm, open and almost cosmopolitan; but perhaps not sufficiently so. She identifies her cosmopolitanism with a clear resistance to her own exile. British localism and insularity started to dissatisfy her as evidenced by the overheated rhetoric of one of her letters to the Swedish-German classicist poet Carl Gustaf von Brinkman: "However beautiful England appears to me, my desires are always for the continent" (cited in Goodden 263). Moreover, equally discontented with England's extremes of absolute monarchy and lawless democracy, when peace was signed in Paris after Napoleon's abdication she returned to France.
Just a couple of years after Staël, the Greek-Italian Ugo Foscolo, in order to escape Austrian persecutions, arrived in London on self-imposed exile in September 1816 to become an affiliate of the Whig salon of Holland House. As I have shown elsewhere, educated European expatriates irritated at the reactionary regimes restored to power by the Congress of Vienna were seeking refuge in England, and Foscolo's welcome at Holland House reflected English sympathies for Italy's unstable political condition. 14 Foscolo's response to the Holland House community also promotes politics of transnational sociability which fosters artistic and literary practices and networks. At first glance, Foscolo-who was among the "very many distinguished foreigners […] received at Holland House"-appeared entrenched by the cosmopolitanism of a new reality. Lord Holland was very encomiastic towards him and praised his education,-"his learning and vivacity are wonderful, and he seems to have great elevation of mind"-his democratic ideals, his veneration of Napoleon and aversion for the 16 Gradually, however, Foscolo, like Staël, grew disenchanted with the Holland House community and, because of the ongoing ideological and personal differences between himself and the hostess Lady Holland, left England for Greece in the Summer of 1817. In his letter written from Brussels on 9 July 1817, Lord Holland admiringly, yet vainly, attempts to persuade Foscolo to remain in London with the following words: "all your acquaintance in England will lament the loss of your society" (Vincent Ugo Foscolo 45). On the whole, however, Foscolo's views are characterised more by an incessant, almost promethean thirst for distant experiences rather than by the stability of more confined surroundings.
Despite Staël's and Foscolo's ultimate sense of discontent with the Holland House community, their avowed desire to foster higher levels of multiculturalism and transnational values while in London contributed to the belief that, as Wiley has put it, "emigration would fundamentally transform individuals and societies" (Wiley xi), thus implying the social, literary, and cultural benefits of transnational networks and interactions. For many Romantic radical writers, Holland House begins to co-exist with the concrete idea of a house as a home: its sense of safety, inclusion, and belonging most fully demonstrates the important social effect of being welcome; Holland House became a site to debate both global and personal reforms, and in which to establish new selves. Moreover, the literati gathering in the wealthy surroundings of Holland House exist not merely as distinct or solitary voices but rather as a self-consciously defined group with affinities to the liberal literary salons gathering at La Scala in Milan, which, in the Autumn of 1816 hosted the nationalists in exile Byron, John Hobhouse, and John Polidori, when Foscolo had just arrived in London (Casaliggi 59-65). In Milan, the radical culture and national politics rotating around Ludovico di Breme's liberal Società Romantica had a wider European and cosmopolitan appeal because of its associations with Foscolo at Holland House and Staël at Coppet, thus proposing the usefulness of a mode of international Romantic sociability. (2017), have shown us the extent to which Byron's early political career was fundamental for an understanding of his work.
18 Kelsall, for example, has successfully demonstrated how Byron "turned his talent as a poet to the service of politics" (Kelsall 4), where poetry became for him a cultural site for expressing his disillusion for the contemporary political situation, especially at a time when life for the Whigs was really unpromising. Kenyon Jones, on the other hand, illustrates how Byron's poetry "grew out of his oratorical skills rather than vice versa" (Kenyon Jones 176), since poetry for him is always connected to the question of public engagement with the political milieu of his time. Therefore, although his famous line "the poetry of politics" (BLJ VIII. 47) refers to the Italian revolutionary climate, it nonetheless epitomises Byron's own poetical focus on the national and international politics of his time and the way in which, for him, poetry and politics were twin passions.
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Byron's early political career suggests therefore that poetry is both empirical data and a form of narrative, and Holland House, in this context, serves as a platform which facilitated intellectual discourse and collective moral agency. of the poem rarely offers anything worth admiration. Even when Byron addresses the "Illustrious HOLLAND!" (l. 540) it is just to suggest that: Thy HOLLAND's banquets shall each toil repay; While grateful Britain yields the praise she owes, To HOLLAND's hirelings, and to Learning's foes. (ll. 519-21) To underline the point, this series of sarcastic comments in the form of a whole for part metonymy where Britain (a whole) stands for the guests at Holland House (its part) reveal a pressure to reflect on those visitors who are there, like sycophants, not for the spirit of learning but for a cynical or mercenary use of culture, and while they are in effect its enemy: "Where Scotchmen feed, and Critics may carouse!" (l. 545). This appears glaringly antithetical to what was going to become the respectful tone of his future friendship with Lord Holland. When, early in 1812, he was clearly preoccupied with losing credibility around the political circle led by the Hollands, Byron withdrew the planned fifth edition of the poem and managed to delete the lines that could have further entangled his reputation. Significantly, while examining Byron's poetic form in relation to historical debates of the time, Jane Stabler has significantly reflected on the poet's choice of the heroic couplet in English Bards, which "had […] been bound up from the start with poetical and political allegiances," and in particular, Stabler contends, with Byron's intent to "keeping in with Holland House." 20 Although Byron refrained from making explicit moral judgement throughout, he uses the heroic couplet as the poetic form most apt to express the inexpressible and to exchange criticisms freely and reasonably in the international environment in the orbit of Holland House and governed by the rules of politeness. I shall return to the significance of form and genre later in this essay.
As a counterpoint to traditional readings of the poem which tend to focus on Byron's negative views on the Holland House Circle, I suggest that the poet's attention to this London coterie in a poem entitled English Bards and Scotch Reviewers relates to emerging nationalistic discourses that not only see England and Scotland (together with Ireland and Wales) playing distinct but overlapping roles in the creation of a modern Britain, but also, by implication, in relation to the age of nascent European nationhood. 21 Peter W. Graham pays attention to the significance of ''the pairing in the title" which unmistakably associates "the weaknesses of his [Byron's] fellow poets" with "the tyranny of the Edinburgh's critics."
22 Graham, however, appears to overlook the links between Englishness, Scottishness, and the related disentangling of national feeling from state identity inherent in the title. Nor does he examine in any detail the reason why Byron intended to name the poem British Bards, a title with which Byron was probably invoking the ideal of national self-determination, since Britishness for him was always connected to the question of self-identification and lost freedom. Despite the suppression of "British" from the title and therefore the assumption that Ireland and Wales are to be spared from Byron's critique, these two geographical places also prominently feature in the poem alongside many others making it clear that ideas of locality are thus fundamental to a better understanding of the poem. With its allusions to the landscapes of Wales, Scotland, and England invoked alongside those of Belgium, Portugal, Spain, Germany, Italy, Morocco, and France, English Bards takes us primarily on a journey to continental Europe (Lord Holland is in fact not mentioned until line five hundred). This is also Byron's arduous and time-consuming journey towards self-discovery, which finally enables him to face his own undefined set of identities, as in his numerous allusions to Scotland. As Stephen Cheeke has insightfully reminded us, "Scotland is never quite Scotland in Byron's early work but a place to be defined in relation to other places, or tinged with the hues of places known about through books."
23 What is at stake here, therefore, is that English Bards represents a reorientation of history with Europe at its object (as much as conversations about Europe were at the heart of discussions at Holland House), towards a more global reconfiguration of the narrative of revolutionary failure and decline that a unified post-Napoleonic Europe, would provoke and away from the lost confidence in British nationalism.
In particular, Byron's references to the diplomat and future negotiator of post-Napoleonic Europe Hibernian Strangford, also British Ambassador to Sweden, Turkey, and Russia, with whom Byron had contact in Athens, suggest a continuous preoccupation with Europe's instability while also intentionally evoking Strangford's Irishness as a means to explore the development of a distinctly national literary agenda in Byron's work. By invoking Strangford to " [b] e warm, but pure, be amorous, but be chaste" (l. 297), Byron not only refers to the diplomat's illicit appropriation of an original Portuguese song but in his exhortation to "Cease to Deceive" (l. 298) he has Europe in mind. European stability is under threat if people like Strangford exist. Byron, who in his experience of self-exile turns himself to Europe as a means to achieve that stability that he could not attain in his own country, is now disillusioned and, in the face of his active interest in a reformed stage, appears to revert back to English nationalism. He thus rejects "[t]he mummery of German schools" (l. 564), the "distortion of a Naldi's face" and the humour of "Italy's buffoons, / And […] Catalani's pantaloons" (ll. 595-7). 24 The various localities in the poem and the metaphors they each reveal are here partially deconstructed. Also, disillusioned by the repressive intellectual and social environment of both England and counter-revolutionary Europe, Byron, like fellow attendee of Holland House Foscolo, whom he knew through Hobhouse and whose work he respected, turns his attention to " [t] he glorious Spirit of the Grecian Muse" (l. 870), and the unmatched rigour of Greek classical scholarship.
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A significant aspect of Holland House's discussions about Europe which particularly interested Byron and Foscolo related to the Ionian Question when the transition of the seven Ionian Islands in Western Greece from Venetian rule (until 1797), to French power (when Napoleon conquered Venice), and subsequent British control in 1815 initiated a number of social and political debates in Britain. Foscolo, because of his cultural background, was also particularly receptive towards ideas of transnationalism and foreign occupation. The fact that the islands remained under Western influence was reassuring for the efforts that were made in maintaining "the grace, harmony, and wisdom of the classical ideal" to which both Byron and Foscolo had always aspired.
26 It is no coincidence, then, that together with a focus on contemporary modes of reforms and ameliorations, Holland House's attention to the Ionian Question entails the salon's interest in the idealisation of Greece and its classical learning, as well as in the noble cause of the Greek uprisings. Furthermore, as the mother of all arts and civilisation, Greece attracted the attention of British and European travellers, especially those interested in antiquarianism, a practice that for Cheeke is not only "overtly linked with class-interest and customs, with the leisure activities of the aristocracy, and so with a grand-tourism" but can also be seen as "an insidious form of imperial conquest" (Cheeke 25) on the part of the British abroad, an issue that surfaces through the lines of English Bards in the form of conflicting notions of nationalism. It seems very likely then that, disillusioned with the home politics but still with Lord Holland in mind, Byron recurs to exotic and foreign landscapes as a way of condemning both Britain's and Europe's increasing imperialism and turns himself to the East as a projection of his own political anxieties and aspirations.
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I will now turn my attention towards a poem that, significantly, is dedicated to Lord Holland, and which Philip W. Martin reads as an example of "the unstable chemistry of Occident and Orient": Byron's The Bride of Abydos: A Turkish Tale. 28 Written soon after Byron's first visit to Southern Europe in 1809 when tensions with the Ottoman Empire were already in the air, it is a key text in understanding how the European Romantic circles at Holland House were especially preoccupied with the condition of Greece, the Islands, and the future destiny of the Levant. In this love story between Selim and Zuleika, the dedication "To the Right Honourable Lord Holland," not only 25 For a recent study on the relationship between Byron and Foscolo, see Rosa Mucignat, "History, Prophecy, Revolution: Italian Politics in Byron and Foscolo," addresses the poem's political focus on Whig policy, thus establishing a context for the poem which requires political interpretation, 29 but it also entails new worlds in which European social and economic concerns indicate the poet's interest in questions of location and how these relate to issues of class, gender, national identity and race. To start with, the epigraph to the poem, which Byron takes from Robert Burns's Ae Fond Kiss (1791), draws on Byron's attachment to Scottishness and the exotic "otherness" of Celtic cultures, a theme that-as we have seen above-he had already successfully explored in English Bards. In his diary entry for 5 December 1813, Byron recalls how The Bride of Abydos evokes "a country replete with the darkest and brightest, but always the most lively colours of my memory" (BLJ II. 361), a quotation which shows how thinking about local and national identity in The Bride was also increasingly framed in more global ways. At the very start of the poem, Byron calls up the image of the old and proud Giaffir whom he condemns for having usurped the throne from his brother, Selim's father (I. 20-31) . Byron suggests that Holland, like Giaffir, in representing himself as a patron, is also projecting himself as a cultured ruler in his own right who quietly intuits the reasons why the institutional function of Holland House is peoplecentred and tied to more broad-scale initiatives that seek to address revolutionary transformations and political concerns.
Byron's engagement with Europeanness in his Turkish tale is interestingly addressed in the opening of the poem. Lines 1 and 2 in Canto I-"Know ye the land where the cypress and myrtle / Are emblems of deeds that are done in their clime"-echo the first line of the Songs of Mignon from Goethe's novel Wilhelm Meister's Apprenticeship (1796)-"Know'st thou the land where the lemon tree blows-/ Where deep in the bower the gold orange grows?," a line which Byron must have learnt from Staël's novel Corinne, or Italy (1807) analogy between painting and music-"The mind-the Music breathing from her face!" (I. 179) by drawing on Staël's De L'Allemagne (1813), a monumental work which attributes to German culture that depth and sincerity of feeling that are proposed as a model for a new European consciousness.
32 Andrew Warren is right when he claims that "[t]aken as a whole Byron's Orient is as interpenetrated with the indelible traces of European history as is his Occident" (Warren 108). But it is not only "European history" as Warren states, alluding to the fears associated with post-revolutionary turmoil, but it is also European literature that profoundly influences the poet. Despite Byron's initial aversion to Staël, the fact that he borrows lines and imagery from her work is a testimony of the way in which his association with European liberal intellectual circles-Coppet in particular-exercised a somewhat exclusive influence on the development of his literary and critical thinking. These frequent interactions between British and European writers further endorse the idea that Holland House was indeed a "cosmopolitan meeting place where fashion, learning and the arts could mingle, new talents be encouraged, and ideas expanded in the give and take of conversation" (Kelly 27-8). In other words, and as Jon Mee has so eloquently reminded us, this is one of the "Conversable Worlds" of salons, clubs, coffee-houses and countryhouses so many Romantics wrote about: worlds in which the rich relationship between continental European thought and British intellectual and political life in the period were actively reworked by European Romantic writers.
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Holland House thus becomes a place purposefully created to make individuals better citizens in a global world. In 2017 Kevin Gilmartin claims not only that Romantic "sociability was shaped by place," but also "that sociability in turn shaped place". 34 In this sense, forms of international networks around Holland House were shaped by the way in which space is perceived and interpreted: just as Holland House shapes how people live and think-a sort of neo-Montesquieuism-so do their attitudes shape and reshape Holland House. As the political and cultural space of Holland House appeared stable and well decipherable, I suggest that it also shaped specific literary genres-or what I here call 'sociable genres': the mock-heroic poem (English Bards) and the oriental tale (The Bride of Abydos). The first, allows for a satire of the people and events depicted with more freedom to criticise; the latter, which was traditionally meant to be read aloud, is fundamentally within everybody's reach. Therefore, one of the most pervasive and durable effects of conversations around Holland House is that they work through principles of associationism in the sense developed in both David Hartley's and David Hume's theories: place shapes sociability, sociability shapes place, place and sociability shape literary genres, and genres shape Holland House as much as the people and their conversations do.
There are other passages in Byron's Bride which advocate the atmosphere of sociability breathable at Holland House. The beginning of the poem-"But here young Selim silence brake, […] And downcast look'd, and gently spake" (I. 47-9)-can be associated with Byron himself the first time he enters Holland House: sceptical and sarcastic in the beginning, yet, while time passes, more at ease with this group of intellectuals. Overall, The Bride's narrative is dominated by Selim's long Hamletic speech in the grotto in Canto II (St. XIII-XX), which focuses on rhetoric rather than action and that can therefore be aligned with the natural flow of conversation taking place at Holland House, and-I suggest-with Byron's own speeches in the House of Lords, where his excellent ideas for social and political change never reached fruition, presumably due to the fact that the atmosphere of the British Parliament appeared "more that of a club for aristocrats and country gentlemen than of an institution of government."
35 Therefore, the chiasmus-another form of speech this time, albeit a figurative one-of "Holland House" and "The House of Lords" is not simply crossing domesticity and public life simultaneously. There is some kind of synergy at work in merging the politics of the time with the literary so that the successfulness of Byron's speeches at Holland House contrasts with his political un-successes at the House of Lords. Moreover, the chiastic association between Lord Holland and the House of Lords is another tribute to the English patron, and discussions revolving around the bourgeois "public sphere" of Holland House become indicative of communal concerns to a pan-European intellectual society whose diversity interacts in innovative and heteroglossic centres of sociability. 36 In this respect, Selim's speech links perfectly well with ideas of Europeanness breathable at Holland House. For example, while talking to Zuleika about his own father, Selim recalls how Abdallah's good deeds were recognised and "[r]emembered yet in Bosniac song" (II. 219) up until his cruel and most degrading death (II. 222-3). A little later in the poem Selim invokes "Widin's walls" (II. 228) and "Sophia's plain" (II. 233) to then geographically move towards 
